Patients and Clinicians Have Different Perspectives on Outcomes in Arthritis
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ABSTRACT. Outcome measurement in arthritis has undergone a major shift during the past 2 decades, moving from process measures (e.g., plasma viscosity) to patient-centered outcome measures (e.g., pain, function). However, while patients self-report many of these outcomes, it is clinicians who judge those reports to guide clinical decisions and define the efficacy of treatments in clinical trials. It is important to ascertain whether patient or professional views converge or diverge and also whether the outcomes being measured are those of importance to patients. This article reviews some of the available evidence on the congruence (or otherwise) of patient and professional views of outcome, and reports considerable variation between the 2 views. Reasons why views might differ are discussed (for example, disease activity might be assessed using different variables by patients and clinicians), and the possibility of the effect of the personal meaning or impact of an outcome for a patient is raised. Finally the significance of these discrepant views is addressed, posing the challenge of how we might incorporate a measure of the personal meaning of an outcome to a patient into our outcome measures. (J Rheumatol 2003;30:877–9)
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Function, like love, is a many splendoured thing and very much in the eye of the beholder\textsuperscript{1}.

Outcome measurement in arthritis has undergone a major shift during the past few decades, moving from what was primarily the assessment of process measures (e.g., inflammation, using markers such as plasma viscosity, or destruction, measured by bony erosions) to the assessment of patient-centered outcomes such as function or physical and mental well being. Prompted by the publication of some seminal patient-centered measures\textsuperscript{2,3}, substantial research into the development and validation of these patient-centered scales has produced an array of scales constituting an impressive, well respected body of science\textsuperscript{4}. Thus in arthritis, perhaps more than in many other diseases, we have moved away from concentrating solely on impairment at tissue level toward a more inclusive approach of assessing symptoms and activity and participation limitations\textsuperscript{5}.

The majority of patient-centered measures are collected by self-report and currently concentrate largely on activity limitation (physical function), symptoms (pain, stiffness), and participation limitation (social consequences, quality of life). It might be assumed therefore that because the measures being assessed are generally important to patients\textsuperscript{6,7} and are assessed by patients themselves, we have an adequate picture by which to judge the level of arthritis and its consequences for the patient. However, while patients make their self-reports using these measures, it is the clinicians who make judgments upon their reports, and it is the clinicians’ judgments that are used to guide therapeutic discussions with the patient\textsuperscript{8}. It is important, therefore, to ascertain whether patient and professional judgments converge or diverge.

Patient and Professional Views — Convergent or Divergent?

There is an increasing body of evidence that patients’ opinions do not coincide with those of the professionals caring for them. In rheumatoid arthritis (RA) it has been shown that patient and professional assessments of the patient’s physical and mental function differ (in 42% and 47% of cases, respectively), even though patients and professionals completed the same scale\textsuperscript{9}. Other RA studies show discrepancy between patients and physicians in the assessment of physical function (35% of occasions), with physicians’ ratings varying between more and less disabled than the patients’ self-ratings\textsuperscript{10}. Discrepancies have also been shown between physician and patient ratings of pain, overall health, and willingness to take risks for improving health, with physicians rating their patients’ health status as better than patients do, but physicians being less willing than the patients to take risks to achieve good outcomes\textsuperscript{11}. Similar discrepancies are seen in other rheumatological disorders, such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), where there is discordance between physician and patient assessment of disease activity, with physicians varying between lower and higher scores than patients (6% lower, 16% higher)\textsuperscript{12}. Further discrepancies between patient and physician assessments of health status are reported in fibromyalgia\textsuperscript{13}. Some studies, however, report little difference between self-report
and observed assessments of health status by patients and physicians in RA and ankylosing spondylitis.13,15

Discrepancies between professional and patient judgments on the patients’ health status are reported in other diseases. In cancer, physicians’ ratings explained only 30% of the variance in their patients’ ratings of quality of life, anxiety, and depression, with physicians systematically underestimating quality of life, social and role functioning in breast cancer, and pain in prostate cancer.16,17 In primary care, general practitioners (GP) rate their patients’ pain significantly lower than patients (20–40% lower on 57% of occasions) and in osteoarthritis, GP underestimate patient reports of disability, depression, and anxiety.18,19 In multiple sclerosis, one study reported strong correlation between physician and patient ratings of physical disability (r = 0.87).20

Physicians and patients differ not only in their assessment of symptom severity but also in symptom importance. Physician and patient opinions on the most important domains of health for patients with multiple sclerosis differ significantly, with physicians rating physical function and physical role limitation as important, and patients rating mental health and emotional role limitations as important.20 In rheumatology, physician and patient ratings for the importance of the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) items show only slight to fair agreement (kappa < 0.38), while physicians’ ability to identify their patients’ most important and least important outcomes for psychological health is poor (48% and 59%, respectively).21

Why Might Patient and Professional Views Differ?

Patient and professional views might differ because the 2 groups focus on different things. In SLE, patients base their assessments of disease activity on its psychological effects, while physicians base their assessment on its physical effects.12 Patients’ assessments may be influenced by their needs, priorities, experiences, expectations, and attitudes,22 while professional opinions may be more directly related to the patient’s physical health status — perhaps patients rate their illness while professionals rate the disease.13 Patients may take into account the pain and effort it takes to perform a function, while professionals may rate only the ability.12 This concept is supported by evidence that patients’ dissatisfaction with disability is only moderately explained by their level of disability.23-25 It could be, therefore, that patients evaluate the personal impact of an outcome when they assess health status. The impact of a health outcome could be related to the interaction between its personal importance and level of severity — that is, only difficulty with outcomes of personal importance cause personal impact. Methodology using importance as a weighting to capture personal impact has been explored in a number of scales.26-29

It is conceivable that professionals judge certain activities as being less important than do patients because professionals use their judgments of patient self-reported disease status to understand the patient and the disease, to judge the efficacy of treatments, and to guide their therapeutic decisions.

These reported differences between patients and professionals over symptom severity and importance may occur because professionals use their judgments of patient self-reported disease status to understand the patient and the disease, to judge the efficacy of treatments, and to guide their therapeutic decisions.

There are 3 potential assumptions that may occur with this approach that bear further consideration, particularly in the light of the evidence of divergence of views. First, familiarity with some measures (e.g., frequently used measures of disability or pain) may lead professionals to assume such scores mean the same in practical and emotional terms to everyone; for example, that a pain score of 7.6 out of 10 has a universal value for all patients. Common sense tells us this is an inappropriate assumption, even though we may still make it unconsciously. Second, as experienced professionals we may have a mental picture of what a particular score means, that is, we know what that universal value is. For example, a disability score of 2.75 on the HAQ may for most clinicians conjure up a rather gloomy patient scenario. However, we all have patients in our practice with high levels of disability who can still produce intricate paintings or needlework. Third, in the absence of any specific patient information we may assume that the score reported is important to the patient. Such an assumption may be
misguided; for example, an inability to climb stairs in a person living in a bungalow may not be personally important, but even a minor difficulty with stairs might be of major importance to a patient in a 3-storey house. In short, by failing to assess the meaning an outcome score has for a patient, we may unconsciously impose our own judgments upon the facts. The challenge before us, therefore, is to explore how we might incorporate the personal meaning of an outcome for patients into the “facts” of outcome, which is what we currently measure. This would allow us to interpret clinical and trial data better, and target therapies more individually.

By including measures of the patient’s view alongside traditional patient and physician assessments, we would be able to recognize the major impact of “minor” health status problems and also the “minor” impact of major health problems for individual patients.

...approaching disease without consideration of its effect on the individual reduces the concerns of physicians about human suffering to manipulatable, measurable portions but misses its human dimensions.  
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